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Abstract—In this paper, we present an algorithm1 to
decode non-binary LDPC (NB-LDPC) codes, inspired from
very-high throughput symbol-flipping decoders that have
been proposed recently. Usually, the symbol-flipping decoders
suffer from a non-negligible performance degradation com-
pared to soft-decision NB-LDPC decoders. Our improved
decoder makes use of a list of syndrome computations
instead of a single one, and builds soft information at the
symbol node input by assigning votes with different weights
to the elements of the list. We show by simulations that
using multiple votes results in better performance, while still
maintaining the high throughput feature.

Index Terms—NB-LDPC decoders, High Throughput,
Symbol Flipping.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of non-binary LDPC (NB-LDPC)

codes and decoders for future generations of digital storage

and communication devices is still a challenging problem,

which gained an increased interest lately. This recent

growing interest for NB-LDPC codes comes from the

many works that have demonstrated that the performance

improvements of NB-LDPC codes remain valid, even

when low-complexity, sub-optimal decoders are used. Al-

gorithms derived from the Belief Propagation (BP) [1],

[2] such as extended min-sum (EMS) [3] and min-max

(Min-Max) [4] involve high complexity in their check

node units (CNU), which reduces the maximum achievable

throughput, due to a large inherent latency.

One proposed solution to still obtain good error cor-

rection performance while solving the latency issue is

to rely on a higher order of parallelism, which is the

approach used in [5] or [6]. Another option is to simplify

considerably the CNU by only relying on hard-decision

messages, and compute only parity-check equation in the

Galois Field GF(q). This later solution, which we will

adopt in this paper, falls into the category of symbol-

flipping NB-LDPC decoders [7], and can achieve higher

throughputs than soft-decision message passing decoders,

but at the cost of a larger performance loss compared to

BP. In this class of algorithms, only the messages stored at

1This work has been accepted for publication in the in IEEE Trans-
actions in Very Large Scale Integration Systems, 2014.

the variable node contain soft-LLR information, while the

messages propagated from the symbol nodes to the parity-

ckeck nodes are reduced to Galois Field symbols. Such

simple algorithms, and the associated architectures [8]

suffer from a non-negligible performance loss compared

to the BP, between 0.7 dB to several dBs depending on

the algorithm and the LDPC code. This performance loss

is due to the lack of soft-information used in the CNU,

and cannot be recovered with a larger number of decoding

iterations.

In this paper, we propose a generalization of the symbol-

flipping algorithm of [7], [8], by propagating more than

just one Galois Field value from the symbol node to

the parity-check node, in order to increase the amount

of information that the CNU uses to build its extrinsic

messages. By propagating ν most reliable values to the

check-node, with the only information of their ranking,

from the most reliable to the least realiable, it is possible to

compute more than just dc parity-check equations during

the CNU update, and produce a list of candidate symbols

that are used in turn to compute a more accurate soft-

information vector at the symbol node. Our algorithm

assigns votes with different weights to the multiplicity

of parity-check computations, and we therefore name

our algorithm “Multiple-Votes Symbol-Flipping” (MV-SF)

algorithm.

In section II, we describe in details the proposed al-

gorithm, and explain how to efficiently compute more

than dc parity-check equations from L > 1 test vectors,

using the available input symbol values. A discussion on

the optimization of the votes weights is also presented.

In section III, we briefly discuss the complexity of the

proposed algorithm compared to existing works, and draw

the performance of the MV-SF for several NB-LDPC

codes taken from the literature. Section IV concludes the

paper.

II. MULTIPLE-VOTES SYMBOL FLIPPING DECODING

ALGORITHM (MV-SF)

A. Notations

Let us define a (N,K) NB-LDPC code over GF (q)
(q = 2p) with code length N and information length



K . Its parity check matrix HM,N has N columns and

M rows. The non-zero coefficients of HM,N are hm,n,

where m is the row index and n the column index. The

check node degree is denoted as dc and the variable

node degree as dv . N (m) defines the set of variable

nodes connected to the m-th check node, and M(n) the

set of check nodes connected to the n-th variable node.

After transmission over a noisy channel, the received

symbol sequence is defined as Y = (y0, y1, ..., yN−1).
Considering the transmission of the codeword sym-

bol cn, the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) is computed as

Ln[x] = log [P (cn = 0 | yn)/P (cn = x | yn)], for each

x ∈ GF (q). The LLR vector of the n-th symbol is

Ln = (Ln[0], Ln[1], ..., Ln[q − 1]).
In the MV-SF decoder, we need two different set of

messages to describe the update equations at the variable

nodes and the check nodes. At iteration i, Wn
(i) describes

the q-sized vector of accumulated votes stored at variable

node n, while Wmn
(i) is the q-sized vector of accumu-

lated votes for the extrinsic message from check-node m
to variable node n. Since at the check node side, we

only work with decided symbols, we do not need vectors

of reliabilities, but only a set of Galois Field values. At

iteration i, let Q
(i)
nm =

{

Q
(i)
nm,1, . . . , Q

(i)
nm,k, . . . , Q

(i)
nm,ν

}

be the set of ν Galois Field symbols that are available

at the input of check node m, from variable node n, for

all n ∈ N (m). In this notation, the values Q
(i)
nm,k are

supposed to be stored in decreasing order of reliability,

such that Q
(i)
nm,1 corresponds to the symbol value with the

largest reliability, Q
(i)
nm,2 with the second largest reliability,

and so on. For a given parity-check node m, the sets Q
(i)
nm,

∀n ∈ N (m) contain the ν.dc most reliable symbols that

we use to compute a multiplicity of L.dc parity-check

equations at the check-node update, as described in the

next section.

From those sets, we define a test vector Γ
(i)
m,l, l = 1 . . . L

for a check node m as a vector of dc symbols values,

chosen from the sets Q
(i)
nm, n = 1 . . . dc. The test vectors

are then elements of:

Γ
(i)
m,l =

[

Γ
(i)
m,l(1), . . . ,Γ

(i)
m,l(dc)

]

∈ {Q
(i)
1m ⊗ . . .⊗Q

(i)
dcm

} (1)

where ⊗ denotes the combination of sets.

B. The principle of MV-SF decoder

In simple symbol-flipping decoders, the performance

loss is due to the fact that the extrinsic information

computed at the output of the CNU is obtained from the

hard-decision on symbols coming from the symbol nodes,

allowing to compute only a maximum of dc candidate

codewords of the single parity-check (see [9], [7] for more

details). From this approach, a maximum of one vote per

edge of the Tanner graph is available for transfering to the

symbol node, which is not sufficient to accurately repre-

sent the behavior of a soft-information based algorithm.

In order to increase the amount of information that the

CNU can produce, we propose not only to consider the

most reliable symbols in the syndrome computations, but

Algorithm 1. Multiple-Votes Symbol Flipping Algorithm

Initialization: Wn
(0) = Ln, Wmn

(0) = 0,
For i = 1 to Itmax

For m = 1 to M

A1.1 : ∆Wnm
(i) = Wn

(i−1) −Wmn
(i−1)

A1.2 : Q
(i)
nm,j|j=1:q

= GFsort(∆Wnm
(i))

A1.3 : Q
(i)
nm =

{

Q
(i)
nm,1, . . . , Q

(i)
nm,k, . . . , Q

(i)
nm,ν

}

A2.1 : {n′, k′} = η-min finder(∆Wnm,1
(i) −∆Wnm,k

(i)
|k 6=1)

A2.2 : Γ
(i)
m,l ∈ {Q

(i)
nm,1 ⊗Q

(i)
n′m,k′}

For l = 1 to νη

A3.1 : sl =
∑

n∈N(m) hm,nΓ
(i)
m,l(n)

A3.2 : R
(i)
mn,l = h−1

mnsl − Γ
(i)
m,l(n)

end For l
For l = 1 to νη

if (Γ
(i)
m,l(n) == Q

(i)
nm,1)

A3.3 : vmn,l = v0
else

A3.4 : vmn,l = v1
end if Γl

A3.5 : Wmn
(i)(R

(i)
mn,l) = Wmn

(i−1)(R
(i)
mn,l) + vmn,l

A3.6 : Wn
(i)(R

(i)
mn,l) = Wn

(i−1)(R
(i)
mn,l) + vmn,l

end For l
end For m

A4 : c̃
(i)
n = GFmax(Wn

(i))

A5 : if (c̃
(i)
n ×H

T = 0) SKIP
end For i

Output= c̃
(i)
n

take the ν > 1 most reliable symbols into account in each

input message. By doing so, an extended information set

is available for the parity-check node update and allows

the algorithm to improve the results by using a larger

number of votes. Nonetheless, since we want to limit the

computational complexity at the CNU, we just propagate

the ν symbol values in their ranking order in the soft-

information reliability vectors of the variable node. With

this method, the CNU does not need to combine soft

information from its input vector messages, which is the

main source of high-complexity in existing decoders [3],

[4]. Note that with ν = 1, our algorithm becomes the

GBFDA of [7].

C. MV-SF algorithm

Let us now describe the main steps of our algorithm,

that we present in Algorithm 1. During the initialization,

Wn
(0) equals to the channel LLRs Ln and Wmn

(0) is an

all-zero matrix. One iteration of the MV-SF decoder can

be decomposed into 3 main steps:

1) Computation of the sets Q
(i)
nm of symbols from

the soft vector messages

For each edge from variable node n to check node

m, at iteration i, we compute the difference relia-

bility vectors ∆Wnm
(i) = Wn

(i−1) − Wmn
(i−1)

(step A1.1), and find the ν indices with largest

reliability. The Galois field symbols correspond-

ing to these largest reliability, stored in decreas-

ing order (step A1.2), form the sets Q
(i)
nm =

{

Q
(i)
nm,1, . . . , Q

(i)
nm,k, . . . , Q

(i)
nm,ν

}

of symbols prop-



agated to the check node unit (step A1.3). With

this notation, Q
(i)
nm,1 correspond to the hard-decision

value of the most reliable symbol.

2) Computation of the list of L test vectors for each

edge output

From the ν.dc symbols available at the CNU input,

a total of νdc test vectors could be defined, which

is too large for a low complexity decoder.

To keep the number of test vectors low, we only

replace the hard decision symbols Q
(i)
nm,1 by another

symbol Q
(i)
nm,k|k 6=1

in at most η < dc locations. In

order to build test vectors with the largest possible

reliabilities, the η locations are chosen such that the

difference between ∆Wnm,1
(i) and ∆Wnm,k

(i)
|k 6=1

is the smallest (n′ set of indexes computed at step

A2.1). By doing so, we actually select the η symbols

that keeps the total reliability of the candidate test

vector as close as possible to the hard-decision one.

The dc−η remaining locations use the values of the

hard-decision, i.e. Γ
(i)
m,l(k) = Q

(i)
km,1 (step A2.2).

The parameter η tunes the performance/complexity

trade-off of the algorithm since it is directly related

with the number of test vectors to be processed by

each check node. The more test vectors are consid-

ered, the better the performance is, and the less test

vectors are considered, the lower the complexity is.

3) Computation of votes and update of the soft

vector messages

After having computed the set of test vectors Γ
(i)
m,l,

the MV-SF algorithm computes the votes at the

variable node update. The different test vectors are

associated to different voting weights, as they are

computed using information with different levels of

reliability. A discussion on how to fix the voting

weights is given in the next section. Each check

node will send L = νη votes to each one of the

connected variable nodes. Each voting information

includes the candidate R
(i)
mn,l ∈ GF(q) (steps A3.1

and A3.2), and the corresponding weight of the vote

vmn,l (steps A3.3 and A3.4). The votes are then

propagated to the symbol nodes and accumulated in

vectors Wn
(i) and Wmn

(i) (steps A3.5 and A3.6).

The new values in the soft-information vectors are

used to build new sets of symbols in step 1) of the

next iteration i+ 1.

As it can be easily deduced from the description of this

section, the MV-SF complexity is linear in the number

of configurations, and increases exponentially with η, but

does not depend much on the other parameters of the code,

such as the check-node degree dc or the Galois Field order

q.

D. Optimization of the voting weights

In this section we present a strategy where only two

weights for the votes are considered: v0 for the symbol

candidates derived from the hard-decision test vector, and

v1 for the other test vectors, with v0 > v1. Since the

MV-SF algorithm performs L votes for each edge, it is

possible that more than one test vector vote for the same

symbol value, which allows, for example, that several

votes processed with less reliable information force the

selection of this candidate instead of the one computed

with the hard decision message.

More precisely, if the difference between v0 and v1 is

too large, the votes of the test vectors will not be taken

into account and the effect will be similar as not having

an extended list of candidates. On the other hand, if the

difference between weights is too small, the less reliable

test vectors will have a similar impact on the votes than

the hard decision one, causing random votes.

Moreover, to mimic the behavior of soft-information

NB-LDPC decoders, the voting weights should depend

on the total reliability of each test vector. Hence, the

values v0 and v1 need also to be scaled according to the

channel LLRs. In this paper, as a first step, we propose

to optimize the values of v0 and v1 by means of Monte-

Carlo simulations, by allowing the weights to be stored

on only a few precision bits. For a given value of the

parameters which tune the complexity of the MV-SF

(ν, η, L), we perform simulations of the MV-SF algorithm

for different values of the voting weights, and select the

best pair (v0, v1) which improves the FER performance

in the waterfall region. For example, we have found that

selecting v0 = 1.0, v1 = 0.125, ν = 2, η = 2, L = 4
for a (N = 403,K = 225) NB-LDPC code over a Galois

field GF(32), with dc = 36 and dv = 4, the Eb/N0 gain

compared to simple symbol-flipping is more than 0.25dB

at FER= 1e − 4, while the gap to Min-Max decoding is

0.2dB.

III. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON AND PERFORMANCE

RESULTS

The detailed hardware realization of the MV-SF decoder

can be found in [10]. We report here estimated results of

area and throughput for the decoder architecture proposed

in [10], as shown in Table I. For comparison proposals,

a (N = 837,K = 726) code, with quasi-cyclic matrix

H(M=124,N=837) over a field GF(32), dc = 27 and dv =
4, was considered2.

In Table I, results for NB-LDPC architectures based

on different algorithms, including the one in this pa-

per, are summarized. It is important to remark that

as different algorithms are implemented differently in

each reference, different coding gains are obtained in

each case. The efficiency parameter is computed as

throughput(Mbps)/area(MXORS), following the de-

scription of efficiency from [6].

Comparing the ES-GBFDA decoder to the one proposed

in this work, we increase area 1.5M/847K = 1.77 times

with an slightly lower throughput (540Mbps instead of

615Mbps). Our MV-SF decoder is 726/360 = 2 times less

efficient than the ES-GBFDA but with a non-negligible

coding gain of 0.44dB. Note that a direct mapping archi-

tecture of the MV-SF requires L + 1 times the area of

2Note that for this code taken from [11], the rows of the parity
check matrices are not linearly independent, so the actual number of
information symbols differs from the matrix dimensions: N −M 6= K



ES-GBFDA which is 4.23MXOR. Hence, our proposal is

4.23M/1.5M = 2.82 times less area consuming than a

direct mapping architecture with 12% less throughput.

To the best knowledge of the authors, the architec-

ture in [6] is the most efficient one based on Min-Sum

algorithm. Compared to this architecture, our proposal

requires 1.5M/806K = 1.86 times more area, but reaches

a throughput 540/149 = 3.62 times higher.

Regarding to Min-Max architectures, we compare to

the most efficient one, [13] (other efficient architectures

are included in Table I). The architecture based on Min-

Max proposed in [13] is 1.5M/0.54M = 2.75 times

smaller than the one introduced in this paper. However,

our proposal reaches a throughput 540/154 = 3.5 times

higher. In terms of efficiency, the MV-SF shows 27%
efficiency gain compared to the one based on Min-Max,

at the cost of 0.21 dB of performance loss.

To sum up, the architecture based on MV-SF requires

1.86 and 2.75 times more area than the ones based on EMS

or Min-Max, but reaches a throughput 3.5 times higher.

MV-SF introduces 0.26dB of performance loss compared

to EMS and 0.21dB compared to Min-Max.
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Fig. 1. FER performance of Min-Max algorithm, ES-GBFDA and MV-
SF for a NB-LDPC(837,726) over GF(32) with a BPSK modulation in
an AWGN channel.

In Figures 1 and 2, we plotted the FER performance

of two different NB-LDPC codes, showing that MV-SF

improves the coding gain compared with the ES-GBFDA

with low complexity in all cases. As expected, the MV-

SF performance increase with the size of the list L,

and stands between symbol-flipping performance and soft-

message passing decoders (Min-Max or BP). In Fig. 1,

the difference between L = 4 and L = 6 is negligible

due to the fact that the number of test vectors has been

increased but the number of different weights for the votes

is the same, v0 and v1. In contrast, for the simulation with

L = 8 in Figure 2, a third weight, v2, has been included

to take more advantage of the extra test vectors, getting a

non-negligible coding gain of 0.15dB compared to L = 4.
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(255,175)NB−LDPC, GBFDA, it=15, GF(256)

(255,175)NB−LDPC, MV−SF, L=2, it=15, GF(256)
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Fig. 2. FER performance of BP, ES-GBFDA and MV-SF for a (255,176)
NB-LDPC over GF(256), dc = 16, dv = 16 with a BPSK modulation
in an AWGN channel. Here the maximum number of different votes is
set to three (v0, v1, v2).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a low complexity decoder

based on symbol flipping with multiple votes. By means of

just processing νη test vectors at each check node, a non-

negligible coding gain is obtained compared to previous

symbol flipping proposals. Unlike, other decoders derived

from BP, this algorithm only computes hard decision

Galois Field symbols instead of soft-decision messages,

reducing the bottleneck complexity, at the cost of some

performance loss. In addition, several parameters such as

the number of vote weights or the number of test vectors

allow to configure the decoder depending on the FER

or/and complexity requirements. Future works will focus

on the hardware optimization of the MV-SF decoder, and

especially to reduce the gate count while still maintaining

the same performance and throughput.
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